
A Celebration of the Industry’s Leading Interior Designers + Painting Professionals



Before paint can have this impact, though, it must be  
carefully selected and applied. To many, this is a true art 
form and, to some, a daunting task. Enter, 21 interior  
designers and painters who have mastered finding the  
perfect hue and showcasing exquisite craftsmanship  
while embracing the power of teamwork. After all, the  
relationship between an interior designer and a painter 
holds a special significance in the world of design.  

The designer’s chosen colors, textures and finishes are  
implemented by the skilled hands of their painter.  
Combined, these talents for telling the story of a space 
through paint beget beautiful projects. In partnership  
with Benjamin Moore, meet these Faces of Design— 
Class of 2023—as they showcase the perspectives and 
qualities that have shaped their trailblazing careers, one 
brushstroke at a time. 

THE POWER OF PAINT IS UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED BY EXPERTS AS THE FINAL FINISH. IT POSSESSES  

THE ABILITY TO DEFINE STYLE, CREATE AMBIENCE AND ENHANCE ANY ENVIRONMENT BOTH AESTHETICALLY  

AND ARCHITECTURALLY. PAINT’S TRANSFORMATIVE QUALITY IS THAT IT BRINGS A ROOM TO LIFE.  

Color Meets  
COLLABORATION
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CHARLOTTE, NC

MARIE CLOUD +  
JOHN PARKER

Every professional in the design field possesses a guiding  
philosophy or two. In the case of designer Marie Cloud and 

paint contractor John Parker, one such overarching ethos 
serves as bonding glue: client is king. “All of my homes are 

unique,” Marie shares. “I’ll never repeat myself, because 
each space is true to the homeowner’s heart, soul and  

personal story.” Likewise, John chimes in, “We are  
committed to transforming living environments to reflect 
the homeowner’s unique personality.” Paint, of course, is 

central to their methods in doing so. Marie enthuses on its 
role in design: “Paint is like language. It can transform  

interior and exterior environments, changing the overall  
ambience and mood. Lighter shades, such as beige and 

cream, create an airy, open feel, while darker shades, like 
navy blue or emerald green, lend a cozy and intimate  

atmosphere. It can also help to disguise imperfections  
and enhance architectural features, such as crown  

molding and baseboards. Paint is like magic.” Especially 
when it is applied with skill. As John puts it, “Top-notch  

workmanship ensures a beautiful result.”

indigopruitt.com, shadow1painting.com

PHILADELPHIA, PA

MICHELE PLACHTER + 
JAMES CERVONE
Describe the impact paint has on your projects.  
Michele: Color is the cornerstone of all great design,  
whether we’re using it to bring the outdoors inside, to  
create a cozy man cave with dark and moody tones or  
to add a soft touch to a bedroom with a gentle palette.  
We love to play with unexpected color and finish choices  
as well. When we have clients who are open to it, we  
get experimental!

How did you come to work together? Michele: James 
and I were introduced by our mutual contractor. The painter 
I used for 20 years had retired, so I was looking for another 
talented painter. Mission accomplished! 

What are some of your go-to paint products?  
James: For walls, I would say the Aura Matte is above all 
other products I’ve used, and for trim, the Advance Satin 
product is definitely our favorite!   

micheleplachter.com, @cervone_painting
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VANCOUVER, BC

JAMIE DECK +  
FERENCE SCHOLD

When one holds to the “less is more” philosophy, there is a 
certain demand on the foundation of a space: there must be 
incomparable quality. As a designer known for her minimal-

ist, Japanese and Nordic-inspired spaces, Jamie Deck would 
know. For her, the clean slate of simplicity begins with paint—
and expert Ference Schold. “In this artistic collaboration, both 
the interior designer and the painting contractor play integral 

roles, each contributing their unique skills and expertise to the 
vision,” Jamie says. “Ference meticulously prepares surfaces, 
addressing imperfections.” Being that Jamie and her clients 

gravitate toward crisp, tranquil whites and creams, a smooth 
application is a necessity. The secret, Ference emphasizes, lies 

in formulation. “Paint products that offer ease of application 
without splattering or sagging are imperative to that flawless 

finish,” he says. “I prioritize those that have good viscosity 
control, reducing the likelihood of drips or visible brush and 

roller marks. This also enhances the efficiency of my process, 
because it eliminates the need for excessive touch-ups and 

corrections along the way.” 

shift-interiors.com, fandmscholdpainting.com

WEST HOLLYWOOD, CA

KRISTINE PAIGE +  
KARLO ARELLANO
It establishes the desired mood, creates an emotional  
background for furnishings and art, integrates the interiors 
with the surrounding landscape, highlights the details of 
woodwork—paint, as Kristine Paige tells it, plays a critical role 
in any design she creates. Perhaps it is little wonder that she 
and accomplished paint pro Karlo Arellano have formed a 
lasting partnership. “Kristine is the orchestrator using her skill 
set to wave progress along,” Karlo says. “But we know that a 
paint job can make or break that project, so we live by the 
phrase, ‘It’s not how you start, but how you finish,’ and bring 
the best product and application technique for each client.”

jacksonpaige.com, nimbuspaintinggroup.com

“ Color works best when it is  
developed into a thoughtful  
palette that unfolds throughout 
the project. Each hue acts as  
a team member to the others.” 
-KRISTINE PAIGE

CHICAGO, IL

SARAH VAILE + JIM BERARDI 
AND MIKE FOLEY
When a designer has a reputation for color, it’s a safe bet they’ll 
have a close relationship with a painting pro. Case in point: Sarah 
Vaile, Jim Berardi and Mike Foley (center). She’s known for her  
use of bold hues, and they are the application pros who make  
it happen. “Paint is the most underestimated challenge of interior 
design,” Sarah shares. “It is the canvas.” Jim and Mike play to  
its importance, with a knack for selecting the ideal formula and 
sheen, and then executing it to perfection—and to the client’s  
delight. “We collectively seek discerning clients who can  
appreciate the impact of fine prep and nice brushwork,” Mike  
says. “There are many factors we consider along the way, from  
a family’s lifestyle to window exposure and beyond.”

sarahvaile.com, divincipainters.com

“ I love mixing sheens in an  
unexpected fashion, such as  
high gloss sprayed onto the  
crown molding and paneling,  
with matte on the walls.” 
-SARAH VAILE
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LOS ANGELES, CA + NEW YORK, NY 

PETI LAU +  
JOHN FASANO

The order of the day may be paint, but Peti Lau and John Fasano  
first met due to the installation of wallpaper. After collaborating to  

install it for a Housing Works Design on a Dime charity event in 2016,  
the duo began a partnership that would culminate in countless  

perfected paint jobs. As Peti says, “It takes two to tango!” Asked to 
share their old-faithful approaches to the process, one talks color  
and the other formula. “I tend to go with saturated hues of blues,  
dark greens, teals and wine colors when I want drama,” Peti says. 
“When neutrals are the call, I like warm tones like taupes, greiges  

and sage colors.” John chimes in, “The specific features of Aura give 
the premium application we’re seeking, but my favorite combo is 

White Dove OC-17 in Advance Satin. It holds color and gives a durable, 
high-end finish.” With Peti’s design eye and John’s technical  

expertise and unparalleled prep work, they make an ideal team  
for each perceptive client. “I love that I get to help transform  

lives by giving my clients the ability to create their unique home,”  
Peti says. “That begins, of course, with paint.”

petilau.com, johnfasano.com
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